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Abstract. We introduce a framework for generating, organizing, and reasoning with
computational knowledge. It is motivated by the observation that most problems in
Computational Sciences and Engineering (CSE) can be described as that of completing
(from data) a computational graph (or hypergraph) representing dependencies between
functions and variables. In that setting nodes represent variables and edges (or hyper-
edges) represent functions (or functionals). Functions and variables may be known,
unknown, or random. Data comes in the form of observations of distinct values of
a finite number of subsets of the variables of the graph (satisfying its functional de-
pendencies). The underlying problem combines a regression problem (approximating
unknown functions) with a matrix completion problem (recovering unobserved vari-
ables in the data). Replacing unknown functions by Gaussian Processes (GPs) and
conditioning on observed data provides a simple but efficient approach to completing
such graphs. Since the proposed framework is highly expressive, it has a vast po-
tential application scope. Since the completion process can be automatized, as one
solves

a?
2`

?
3 on a pocket calculator without thinking about it, one could, with

the proposed framework, solve a complex CSE problem by drawing a diagram. Com-
pared to traditional regression/kriging, the proposed framework can be used to recover
unknown functions with much scarcer data by exploiting interdependencies between
multiple functions and variables. The Computational Graph Completion (CGC) prob-
lem addressed by the proposed framework could therefore also be interpreted as a
generalization of that of solving linear systems of equations to that of approximating
unknown variables and functions with noisy, incomplete, and nonlinear dependencies.
Numerous examples illustrate the flexibility, scope, efficacy, and robustness of the CGC
framework and show how it can be used as a pathway to identifying simple solutions
to classical CSE problems. These examples include the seamless CGC representation
of known methods (for solving/learning PDEs, surrogate/multiscale modeling, mode
decomposition, deep learning) and the discovery of new ones (digital twin modeling,
dimension reduction).

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations. The complexity of a problem is relative to our ability to decom-
pose it by reasoning through simple concepts encapsulating and abstracting away its
intricacies and technicalities. For example, (1) computing

a?
2`

?
3 is a complex task

if one tries to solve it by hand and a simple one if one uses a pocket calculator, (2)
calculating a mortgage amortization schedule is a complex task if done by hand and a
simple one if done with an Excel sheet, (3) designing an engine valve is a complex task
if done by hand and a simple one if done with AutoCAD. Why? Because the technical-
ities and intricacies have been abstracted away, and the user is only left with the task
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of manipulating simple/high-level concepts. Many problems in Computational Sciences
and Engineering (CSE) are seen as complex because they involve intricate interplays
between multiple physics, multiple scales, nonlinear effects, missing/partial information,
and limited resources (in human time and expertise). Can the complexities of most of
these problems be abstracted away? Can the underlying problems be reduced to that of
manipulating simple, high-level concepts and relations? An affirmative answer to these
questions would lead to a paradigm shift in which most CSE problems are solved through
high-level operations without thinking about them. The purpose of this manuscript is to
introduce a rigorous and unified framework reducing CSE problems to the completion of
computational graphs representing dependencies between (known, unknown or random)
functions and variables. Replacing unknown functions with Gaussian processes and con-
ditioning on available data/measurements provide a simple but powerful tool for solving
Computational Graph Completion (CGC) problems when the underlying kernels are also
learned from data [34] or programmed [33] for the task at hand. Since this completion
process can be automatized, as one solves

a?
2`

?
3 on a pocket calculator without

thinking about it, one could, with the proposed framework, solve a complex CSE prob-
lem by drawing a diagram (as illustrated below). This would accelerate innovation and
decision making by enabling the real-time development and testing of models, ideas and
scenarios.

As category theory has served as a mathematical model for breaking up mathematical
models into their fundamental pieces analyzed through their (functorial) relationships,
the proposed framework can serve as a model for breaking up CSE problems into their
fundamental pieces and assembling them up through CGC. In that framework, creating
a surrogate model for predicting the drag coefficient of a wing or extrapolating a time
series could be seen as instances of the same problem (sharing the same CGC graph but
solved with different kernels, variables, and data). Although graphical programming
environments (Simulink and Simscape are two popular ones) have facilitated the mod-
eling, simulation and analysis of dynamical systems and/or physical systems, they can
only solve a limited range of CSE problems because they require all the functions of the
graph to be known. On the other hand, by allowing some functions of the graph to be
unknown, CGC can be used as a framework for solving most CSE problems (including
model/system identification) through a combination of graph-based reasoning and data-
assimilation. Therefore, as calculators free us up to perform tasks of greater importance,
the automation of the proposed framework has the potential to free us to perform CSE
tasks of significantly higher importance and complexity.

1.2. Outline of the article and properties of the framework. Sec. 2 describes the
type of computational graphs used in this article. Sec. 2.5 introduces the notion of sam-
ples from the graph (variables of the graph satisfying its functional dependencies). Sec. 3
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formulates the Computational Graph Completion (CGC) problem, which combines a re-
gression problem (approximating unknown functions) with a matrix completion problem
(recovering unobserved variables in the data). Sec. 4 illustrates the proposed problem
and framework through the identification of the Digital Twin of a nonlinear electric cir-
cuit from scarce measurements. Sec. 5 presents the proposed Gaussian Process (GP)
framework for solving the general CGC problem. This framework has several desirable
properties: (1) it is highly expressive and has, therefore, a vast application scope, (2)
it is interpretable and amenable to analysis, (3) its complexity reduces to that of kernel
methods, (4) it is robust to data scarcity, (5) its regularization/stabilization is a rigorous
and a natural generalization of the regularization strategy employed in kriging, (6) it
generalizes the notion of solving linear systems of equations to that of approximating
unknown variables and functions with noisy, incomplete and nonlinear dependencies, (7)
it can be automatized and can act as a pathway to identifying simple solutions to classi-
cal CSE problems. Sec. 6 illustrates the flexibility and scope of the proposed framework
through examples related to solving nonlinear PDEs (Sec. 6.1), learning PDEs (Sec. 6.2),
Deep Learning (Sec. 6.3, since training ANNs can naturally be formulated as a particular
case of CGC, the proposed framework can naturally be employed to develop a theory
for Deep Learning), the regularization of ANNs/ResNets (Sec. 6.4), dimension reduction
(Sec. 6.5, including nonlinear active subspace learning in Sec. 6.5.3), mode decomposition
(Sec. 6.6), empirical mode decomposition (Sec. 6.7), empirical mode decomposition with
possibly unknown non-trigonometric waveforms (Sec. 6.8). Sec. 6.7 and Sec. 6.8 also
show how the design of the graph can be made dynamic and include cycles.

2. Computational graphs

We will first describe the type of graphs used here and distinguish them from knowl-
edge graphs, belief networks, and the type of computational graphs used for backprop-
agation. Knowledge graphs [12] (which have become critical to many enterprises today
[25]) are composed of entities (e.g., universities, countries) as nodes and relationships
(e.g. is located in) as directed edges. Their applications include data integration, its
organization, and reasoning (through knowledge graph completion [22] which consists
in completing the structure of knowledge graphs by predicting missing entities or rela-
tionships). Graphical models [20] (also known as belief/Bayesian networks) represent
represent the conditional dependence structure between a set of random variables and
enable reasoning and learning with complexity and uncertainty (through their encoded
joint distribution). Traditional computation graphs [43] represent the flow of computa-
tion by organizing operations and variables into nodes linked by directed edges. They
have recently become popular due to applications to backpropagation and automatic dif-
ferentiation. For our purpose, we define a computational graph as a graph representing
(functional) dependencies between a finite number of (not necessarily random) variables
and functions. We will use nodes to represent variables and arrows to represent functions
(in solid line) and data (in dashed line). We distinguish nodes used to aggregate vari-
ables by drawing them as circles. We will now introduce computational graphs through
illustrative examples and then formally define such graphs.

2.1. Functional dependencies between variables. If a node representing a variable
xj has a single incoming solid arrow (representing a function f) from a node representing
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a variable xi, then the corresponding diagram illustrated below

xi xj
f

is interpreted as the following identity holding true

xj “ fpxiq . (2.1)

2.2. Sums of variables. More generally, if a square node j representing a variable xj
has multiple incoming solid arrows from nodes i representing other variables xj , then the
identity

xj “
ÿ

i j

fi,jpxiq , (2.2)

holds true for all values of the xi, where we write i  j for the set of nodes i with an
outgoing solid arrow towards j and fi,j for the function represented by an arrow from i
to j. Therefore, the following diagram

xi xj xk

xl

f g

h

is interpreted as the identity

xj “ fpxiq ` gpxkq ` hpxlq . (2.3)

2.3. Aggregate variables. We will use circles for (and only for) variables obtained by
aggregating other variables. For instance the following diagram

x z y
z1 z2

is interpreted as the identity

z “ px, yq . (2.4)

2.4. Functional dependencies. Therefore, we define a computational graph as a graph
representing dependencies between a finite number of variables and functions. For in-
stance the following diagram,

x1 x2 x3 x4

x5 x6

f1,2

f5,1
f2,5 f3,6

z1 z2

is interpreted as the following equations holding true: x2 “ f1,2px2q, x3 “ px2, x4q,
x5 “ f2,5px2q, x1 “ f5,1px5q, x6 “ f3,6px3q. Note that, contrary to traditional computa-
tional graphs, we allow for cycles, and the cycle in the above diagram can be interpreted
as f5,1 ˝ f2,5 ˝ f1,2 being the identity map.
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2.5. General definition and samples from the graph. We generally (and formally)
define a computational graph as (1) a collection of nodes/vertices V, where each vertex in
i P V represents a variable xi with values in a space X i, (2) combined with a collections
of directed edges (arrows) E Ă V ˆ V. V is the disjoint union of V˝ and V˝ where V˝ is
the set of square-shaped vertices, and V˝ is the set of circle-shaped vertices. For e P E ,
write apeq for the origin of the arrow e and bpeq for its end point. If bpeq is a square
shaped vertex then e represents a function fe mapping Xapeq to Xbpeq. Furthermore if j
is a squared shaped vertex then the identity (2.2) holds true. If j is circle shaped vertex
then the identity xj “ bi jxi holds true, where bi jxi represents the aggregation of
variables with arrow from i to j (in that case, Xj “ bi jXi). When necessary, the order
of the aggregation is set by ordering the arrows ending in j as in Sec. 2.4. A collection of
variables pXiqiPV satisfying the (functional and aggregation) constraints represented by
the edges of the graph is called a sample from the graph.

3. The Computational Graph Completion problem

Let X1, . . . , XN be N samples from the graph where each Xs “ pXs,iqiPV is a row
vector whose entries are the values taken by the variables pxiqiPV in sample s. Write
X :“ pXs,iq for the corresponding = N ˆV matrix whose row s is Xs. LetM be a N ˆV
matrix with boolean entries in t0, 1u. Write

XrM s :“ tXs,v |Ms,v “ 1u , (3.1)

for the subset of entries of X such that Ms,v “ 1,

Xr1´M s :“ tXs,v |Ms,v “ 0u , (3.2)

for the subset of entries of X such that Ms,v “ 0.
We will now assume that some functions of the graph are unknown, write Eu for the

subset arrows representing unknown functions, and consider the following problem, which
we will refer to as a Computational Graph Completion (CGC) problem.

Problem 1. Given XrM s (a partial observation of N samples from the graph) approxi-
mate the unknown functions pfeqePEu and the unobserved variables Xr1´M s.

Note that Problem 1 combines a regression problem (the approximation of the un-
known functions pfeqePEu) with a matrix completion problem (the approximation of the
missing entries of X in XrM s). Note also that for each sample s, only a (possibly
nonconstant across samples) subset of the variables may be observed/measured.

Figure 1. Observed variables in samples s “ 1, 2, 3 from the graph.
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As illustrated for the following diagram we will use red arrows to represent unknown
functions and black arrows to represent known functions.

x1 x2 x3 x4

x5 x6

f1,2

f5,1
f2,5 f3,6

z1 z2

The following equation presents an instance of the matrices X and M for N “ 3 and
|V| “ 6 in the setting of the diagram above.

X “

¨

˝

X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 X1,4 X1,5 X1,6

X2,1 X2,2 X2,3 X2,4 X2,5 X2,6

X3,1 X3,2 X3,3 X3,4 X3,5 X3,6

˛

‚ M “

¨

˝

1 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1

˛

‚ (3.3)

Fig. 1 shows the corresponding observed variables for samples s “ 1, 2, 3.

Figure 2. The nonlinear electric circuit.

4. Digital twin of an electric circuit from scarce measurements

We will now motivate Problem 1 by considering the problem of recovering the variables
and physical laws of a nonlinear electric circuit from scarce noisy measurements (which
could be seen as a simple example of Digital Twin modeling). Our solution for this
particular example will also serve as a friendly introduction to the general solution to
Problem 1 presented in Sec. 5.

4.1. The problem. We consider the electric circuit drawn in Fig. 2. We assume that
this circuit is nonlinear and that currents and voltages across the RLC components are
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Figure 3. Observed entries of the matrix Xs,v are colored in white.

related as shown in (4.2)-(4.5).

i1 ` i3 “ i2 (4.1)

i3 “ CpV3q
dV3

dt
(4.2)

V2 ´ V3 “ Rpi3qi3 (4.3)

´V2 “ L2pi2q
di2
dt

(4.4)

V2 ´ V1 “ L1pi1q
di1
dt

. (4.5)

The functions i Ñ Rpiq, L1piq, L2piq and V Ñ CpV q illustrated in Fig. 2 are assumed
to be unknown. The time dependencies t Ñ V1ptq, V2ptq, V3ptq, i1ptq, i2ptq, i3ptq of all
voltages and currents of the circuit are also assumed to be unknown. The circuit is run
for a given interval of time, and we seek to recover all unknown functions from scarce
noisy measurements of its variables. To describe this we represent the state of the system
by the value of the vector

x “ pt, V1, V2, V3,
dV3

dt
, i1,

di

dt
, i2,

di2
dt
, i3, L1, L2, R, Cq (4.6)

where (see diagram in Fig. 2), x0 “ t represents the current time, x1 “ V1 represents
the value V1ptq of the voltage V1 at time x0 “ t, x5 “ i1 represents the value i1ptq of the
current i1 at time x0 “ t, x6 “

di1
dt represents the value di1

dt ptq of the time derivative of the
current i1 at time x0 “ t, x10 “ L1 represents the value L1pi1ptqq of the inductance L1 at
time x0 “ t, x13 “ C represents the value CpV3ptqq of the capacitance C at time x0 “ t.
We run the circuit between t “ 0 and t “ 10 and, at times ts :“ s

10 for s P t0, 1, . . . , 99u,
observe a random subset of the values of the variables representing the state of the system.
To describe this, for s P t0, . . . , 99u, let pXs,vq0ďvď13 be the value of the vector x at times
ts (Xs,0 “ ts). Note that pXs,vq0ďsď99,0ďvď13 is a 100ˆ14 matrix representing the values
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Figure 4. Values of V1, V2, V3,
dV3
dt , i1,

di
dt , i2,

di2
dt , i3, L1, L2, R, C at times

when those variables are measured.

of all the variables of the system at times t0, . . . , t99. Let M be a 100 ˆ 14 matrix with
boolean entries in t0, 1u such that Ms,v “ 1 if the value of Xs,v is measured/observed
andMs,v “ 0 if the value of Xs,v is not observed. For our experiments we selectMs,0 “ 1
for all s (we observe the value of the time variable at all times) and select the other
entries to be independent identically distributed Bernoulli random variables such that
(for s P t0, . . . , 99u and v P t1, . . . , 13u) Ms,v “ 1 with probability 0.07 (e.g. for each
time ts the probability that the value of V1 is observed is 0.07).

Fig. 3 shows the observed entries of the matrix Xs,v. Fig. 4 shows the values of
V1, V2, V3,

dV3
dt , i1,

di
dt , i2,

di2
dt , i3, L1, L2, R, C at times when those variables are measured.

For instance (1) the V1 plot in Fig. 4 shows the values of the function tÑ V1ptq at times
ts such that Ms,1 “ 1, and (2) the C plot in Fig. 4 shows the values of the function
tÑ Cpi3ptqq at times ts such that Ms,13 “ 1. Write

XrM s :“ tXs,v |Ms,v “ 1u (4.7)

for the observed subset of the entries the matrix Xs,v and consider the following problem.
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t i3

i2

di2
dt

i1

di1
dt

V1

V2

V3

dV3

dt

Rpi3q

Rpi3qi3

CpV3q

CpV3q
dV3

dt

L1pi1q

L1pi1q
di1
dt

L2pi2q

L2pi2q
di2
dt

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

Figure 5. The computational graph.

Problem 2. Given the partial measurements XrM s approximate all the entries of the
matrix pXs,vq and all the functions tÑ V1ptq, V2ptq, V3ptq,

dV3
dt ptq, i1ptq,

di
dtptq, i2ptq,

di2
dt ptq, i3ptq,

iÑ L1piq, L2piq, Rpiq and V Ñ CpV q.

Note that Problem 2 combines a matrix completion problem with a regression prob-
lem. Furthermore, the data available for approximating each individual function is much
scarcer than in traditional regression problems. For instance, as shown in Fig. 4, the
value of t Ñ V1ptq is only observed at seven points, and the proposed task is to recover
V1 everywhere. Fig. 4 should be compared with Fig. 7, which illustrates the true and
predicted values of all variables with the method described below.

4.2. Graph representation of functional dependencies between variables. We
will now use the (imperfectly known) functional dependencies between these variables
to recover them at all times. In that sense, the proposed approach could be seen as a
generalization of the problem of solving a system of linear equations to that of solving
a system of imperfectly known and incomplete nonlinear equations. This is done in
the proposed CGC perspective by completing the computational graph drawn in Fig. 5
representing functional dependencies between variables with unknown functions (to be
approximated) drawn in red. For the circuit drawn in Fig. 2 these functional dependencies
correspond to the equations (4.1)-(4.5). The variablesWi illustrated in the above diagram
are random variables described in Sec. 4.4 enabling a relaxation of the constraints imposed
by equations (4.1)-(4.5). Note that for each known value of t, there are 13 unknown
variables to be approximated and only 5 equations. Therefore the nonlinear system of
equations under consideration is severely underdetermined. Fig. 6, highlights for samples
s “ 5, 58, 70, the nodes of the graph drawn in Fig. 5 that are associated with observed
variables as indicated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. Observed variables in samples s “ 5, 58, 70 from the graph.

4.3. Positivity of the unknown RLC parameters. To preserve the positivity of
the unknown RLC parameters of the system, we consider the (also unknown) functions
iÑ l1, l2, r, and V Ñ c defined as the log the RLC functions, i.e.

CpV3q “ exppcpV3qq (4.8)
Rpi3q “ expprpi3qq (4.9)
L2pi2q “ exppl2pi2qq (4.10)
L1pi1q “ exppl1pi1qq . (4.11)

We therefore introduce the modified matrix pX̄s,vq0ďsď99,0ďvď13 defied by X̄s,v :“ Xs,v

for v R t10, . . . , 13u and X̄s,v :“ logXs,v for v P t10, . . . , 13u.

4.4. The kernel based solution. Write f :“ pV1, V2, V3, i1, i2, i3, l1, l2, r, cq for the
unknown functions to be approximated and Z :“ pZs,vq0ďsď99,0ďvď13 for our candidate
for the approximation of X̄. The proposed approach is then to compute f and Z by
minimizing the loss

Lpf, Zq :“ }f}2 ` λ1L1pf, Zq ` λ2L2pZq ` λ3

ˇ

ˇZrM s ´ X̄rM s
ˇ

ˇ

2
, (4.12)

over f and Z. In the expression (4.12), λ1, λ2, λ3 are strictly positive parameters chosen
to be 1000 in our numerical illustrations.

}f}2 :“ }V1}
2
K ` }V2}

2
K ` }V3}

2
K ` }i1}

2
K ` }i2}

2
K ` }i3}

2
K ` }l1}

2
K ` }l2}

2
K ` }r}

2
K ` }c}

2
K

is the sum of RKHS norms of the functions t Ñ V1, V2, V3, i1, i2, i3, i Ñ l1, l2, r and
V Ñ c with respect to the Gaussian kernel Kpa, a1q :“ expp´|a ´ a1|2q. Write |a|2
for the Euclidean norm of a when a is a vector and the Frobenius norm of a when a is
matrix/tensor/array. L1pf, Zq is a loss enforcing the dependencies between the unknowns
functions f and variables Z. Those dependencies are allowed to be noisy and for the sake
of clarity we did not represent all the noise variables in the computational graph drawn
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Figure 7. True values and recovered values of all variables.

in Fig. 5.

L1pf, Zq :“
ˇ

ˇV1pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,1
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇV2pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,2
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇV3pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,3
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇ

dV3

dt
pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,4

ˇ

ˇ

2

`
ˇ

ˇi1pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,5
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇ

di1
dt
pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,6

ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇi2pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,7
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇ

di2
dt
pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,8

ˇ

ˇ

2

`
ˇ

ˇi3pZ¨,0q ´ Z¨,9
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇl1pZ¨,5q ´ Z¨,10

ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇl2pZ¨,7q ´ Z¨,11

ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇrpZ¨,9q ´ Z¨,12

ˇ

ˇ

2

`
ˇ

ˇcpZ¨,13q ´ Z¨,13

ˇ

ˇ

2

L2pZq is a loss enforcing the dependencies between the known functions and variables Z.

L2pZq :“
ˇ

ˇZ¨,5 ` Z¨,9 ´ Z¨,7
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇZ¨,9 ´ exppZ¨,13qZ¨,4
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇZ¨,2 ´ Z¨,3 ´ exppZ¨,12qZ¨,9
ˇ

ˇ

2

`
ˇ

ˇZ¨,2 ` exppZ¨,11qZ¨,8
ˇ

ˇ

2
`
ˇ

ˇZ¨,2 ´ Z¨,1 ´ exppZ¨,10qZ¨,6
ˇ

ˇ

2
.
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Note that the dependencies represented by L2 are also noisy and correspond to replacing
(4.1)-(4.5) by the following equations in which the Wi (illustrated in the computational
graph drawn in Fig. 5) are independent centered Gaussian random variables with variance
1{λ2.

i1 ` i3 ´ i2 “W1 (4.13)

i3 ´ CpV3q
dV3

dt
“W2 (4.14)

V2 ´ V3 ´Rpi3qi3 “W3 (4.15)

´V2 ´ L2pi2q
di2
dt
“W4 (4.16)

V2 ´ V1 ´ L1pi1q
di1
dt
“W5 . (4.17)

Using the notations of (4.7),
ˇ

ˇZrM s ´ X̄rM s
ˇ

ˇ

2 is the Euclidean norm of the difference
between the ZrM s and X̄rM s. Note the last term in (4.12) enforces the constraints
imposed by the observation of the data under the assumption that the data has been
corrupted by i.i.d. noise (of centered Gaussian distribution with variance 1{λ3).

4.5. Reduction to a finite-dimensional optimization problem and numerical
solution. For a given Z, (4.12) is quadratic in f and its minimizer (in f) can be com-
puted explicitly as described in Sec. 5.7 (as a function of Z), e.g. (using vectorized
notations) writing φ1 “ pδZ¨,0q, φ2 “ pδZ¨,0 ˝

d
dtq, φ “ pφ1, φ2q, the minimizer in i1 is

i1 “ Kp¨, φqpKpφ, φq ` λ´1
1 Iq´1pZ¨,5, Z¨,6q and the value of }i1}2K ` λ1

`ˇ

ˇi1pZ¨,0q ´Z¨,5
ˇ

ˇ

2
`

ˇ

ˇ

di1
dt pZ¨,0q´Z¨,6

ˇ

ˇ

2˘ at the minimum in i1 is pZ¨,5, Z¨,6qT pKpφ, φq`λ´1
1 Iq´1pZ¨,5, Z¨,6q. The

proposed strategy is then to minimize (4.12) over f first and then over Z next. If dis-
crete times Z¨,0 form a fine enough mesh of the time interval r0, 10s then minimizers of
Z Ñ minf Lpf, Zq are well approximated by substituting Z¨,4, Z¨,6, Z¨,8 (which represent
the values of the time derivatives of V3, i1 and i2 at the discrete time points) with
Z¨,4 “ Kpφ2, φ1qKpφ1, φ1q´1Z¨,3, Z¨,6 “ Kpφ2, φ1qKpφ1, φ1q´1Z¨,5 and
Z¨,8 “ Kpφ2, φ1qKpφ1, φ1q´1Z¨,7 (which are the values of the time derivatives of V3, i1
and i2 at the discrete time points obtained by simply regressing the values of V3, i1 and
i2). We have used this technique here and Fig. 7 shows the true and recovered values
of all functions and variables of the system (in the time interval r0, ts for the functions
tÑ V1, V2, V3, i1, i2, i3, in the range spanned by (a) i1 for L1, (b) i2 for L2, (c) i3 for R,
and (d) V3 for C).

5. General solution to Computational Graph Completion problems

We will now describe the Gaussian Process (GP) framework for solving Problem 1.
This framework will allow us to generalize the particular strategy used in Sec. 4.

5.1. Computational Graph Completion with Gaussian Processes. Our approach
to solving CGC problems can be summarized as (1) replacing unknown functions by GPs,
and (2) approximating those functions by the MAP estimator of those GPs given avail-
able data. The covariance kernels of these GPs may be pre-determined by the user (based
on prior information on regularity/symmetries) or learned from data (e.g., using Kernel
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Flows as described in [34, 16]). We will focus this manuscript on the situation where
those kernels are given. We assume that the nodes of our computational graphs represent
variables in separable Hilbert spaces and employ GPs with scalar/vector/operator-valued
kernels as covariance kernels (see [31] for a short reminder on operator-valued kernels,
their feature maps, and corresponding Gaussian Processes). If f is a function mapping
the variable x to the variable y, we may not specify the (finite or infinite dimensional)
Hilbert spaces X and Y containing x and y, nor the underlying (possibly operator valued)
kernel1 K : X ˆ X Ñ LpYq used as a covariance kernel for the GP randomization of f .
Indeed, one motivation for the proposed framework is to enable high-level computation
and reasoning with GPs, and abstract away/automatize the underlying technicalities.
Thus, prior to presenting our general solutions to Problem 1 we will first set notations by
formulating and solving classical interpolation and regression problems as CGC problems
with GPs.

5.2. Jointly measured/observed variables. If for some s P t1, . . . , Nu, two and only
two variables Xs,i and Xs,j are observed then we draw a dashed arrow between nodes i
and j. If Xs,j “ gpXs,iq where g is a known function then we may label that arrow with
g (to represent the corresponding data) and point the arrow from i to j. Otherwise, we
may label the dashed arrow with the corresponding data.

5.3. Interpolation. The simplest example of computation graph completion problem,
illustrated in the following diagram, is that of identifying an unknown function f from
data pXi, Yi “ fpXiqqi“1,...,N .

x y
f

pX, Y q

Given a kernel K, the proposed GP approach is the classical GP interpolation one of
approximating f with the conditional expectation

f :pxq “ Erξ|ξpXq “ Y s (5.1)

where ξ „ N p0,Kq is a centered GP with covariance kernel K, X “ pX1, . . . , XN q,
Y “ pY1, . . . , YN q and ξpXq :“

`

ξpX1q, . . . , ξpXN q
˘

. Writing HK and } ¨ }K for the
RKHS space and norm associated with K, recall (see appendix) that f : can also be
identified as the minimizer of

#

minimizefPHK
}f}2K

s.t. fpXq “ Y ,
(5.2)

and admits the representer formula

f :p¨q “ Kp¨, XqKpX,Xq´1Y , (5.3)

where Kp¨, Xq is the N -vector with entries Kp¨, Xiq and KpX,Xq is the N ˆN matrix
with entries KpXi, Xjq.

1Write LpYq for the set of bounded linear operators mapping Y to Y
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5.4. Random variables. Variables may be primal (black square), aggregation of other
variables (black circle), or random (blue square). We write Vr for the set of nodes repre-
senting random variables. Using the notations of Sec. 3, we assume that the random vari-
ables pXs,iq1ďsďN,iPVr are independent centered Gaussian random variables/vectors/fields
with covariances matrices/operators pKiqiPVr . Although we require independence for ease
of presentation, this assumption imposes no limitation since correlations and other distri-
butions can be considered by pushing forward Gaussian vectors through known functions.

5.5. Regression. The following diagram illustrates the computation graph completion
problem of identifying an unknown function f given noisy observations pXi, Yiqi“1,...,N of
f , where Yi “ fpXiq`Wi and theWi are i.i.d. N p0, σ2IYq random variables. Recall that
we draw random variables in blue. We will use random variables (noise) to regularize the
recovery/approximation of unknown functions from data. The function associated with
the arrow connecting w to y is the identity function which omit as a label to simplify the
display of our diagrams.

x y

w

f

pX, Y q

Given a kernel K, the proposed approach is then to consider the GP ξ „ N p0,Kq and
approximate f with the conditional expectation

f :pxq “ Erξ|ξpXq `W “ Y s (5.4)

where W is the N -vector with entries Wi. (5.4) can be identified as the minimizer of
#

minimizefPHK ,WPYN }f}2K `
1
σ2 }W }

2
YN

s.t. fpXq `W “ Y ,
(5.5)

i.e. (using the constraint to eliminate W ), the minimizer of,

minimize
fPHK

}f}2K `
1

σ2
}fpXq ´ Y }2YN , (5.6)

which admits the following representer formula,

f :pxq “ Kpx,Xq
`

KpX,Xq ` σ2I
˘´1

Y . (5.7)

Remark 5.1. Although this (classical) approach may appear simple, it can be highly
effective when the underlying kernel is also learned from data [16, 15]. Considering the
extrapolation of time series obtained from satellite data as an example, this simple data-
adapted kernel perspective outperforms (both in complexity and accuracy) PDE-based and
ANN-based methods [15].

5.6. General CGC solution with GPs. Consider the general CGC problem 1. The
proposed GP solution is to randomize the unknown functions pfeqePEu with independent2
centered GPs with kernels pKeqePEu and approximate those unknown functions with a
MAP estimator given the data. For j P V write X¨,j for the column j of the matrix

2Evidently, the independence assumption can be relaxed.
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X (pXs,jq1ďsďN ). For a function f with domain Xj write fpX¨,jq for the column vector
with entries pfpXs,jqq1ďsďN . For e P E , write apeq is the node at the origin of the arrow
e. For i P Vr and xi P Xi, write }xi}2Ki :“ xTi K

´1
i xi for the (RKHS) norm defined by

the covariance matrix/operator Ki. Write Vι˝ for the set of square nodes with at least
one incoming arrow. For e “ pi, jq P E write fe or fi,j for the function represented by e.
For j P V, write e  j for the set of arrows e P E ending in j. Then the proposed GP
solution to the CGC problem is to approximate the unknown functions pfeqePEu and the
matrix X with minimizers pf :e qePEu and Z: of the variational problem.

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

minimizepfeqePEu ,Z,pYeqePE
ř

ePEu }fe}
2
Ke
`
řN
s“1

ř

iPVr }Zs,i}
2
Ki

s.t. fepZ¨,apeqq “ Y¨,e , for e P E ,
and Z¨,j “

ř

e j Y¨,e , for j P Vι˝ ,
and Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ ,
and ZrM s “ XrM s .

(5.8)

where the minimization is over pfeqePEu P
ś

ePE HKe , Z “ tZs,i P Xi | 1 ď s ď N, i P Vu
and pYs,eq1ďsďN,ePE (with Ys,e P Rpfeq, writing Rpfeq for range of fe). Minimizing
over pfeqePEu first in (5.8) we obtain the following theorem turning the MAP estimation
problem into a computationally tractable problem.

Theorem 5.2. pfeqePEu , Z and the Y¨,e are a minimizer of (5.8) if and only if

fep¨q “ Kep¨, Z
:

¨,apeqqKepZ
:

¨,apeq, Z
:

¨,apeqq
´1Y :e (5.9)

where pY :e qePE and Z: are a minimizer of
$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

minimizeZ,pYeqePEu
ř

ePEu Y
T
e KepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq

´1Ye `
řN
s“1

ř

iPVr }Zs,i}
2
Ki

s.t. fepZ¨,apeqq “ Y¨,e , for e P E{Eu ,
and Z¨,j “

ř

e j Y¨,e , for j P Vι˝ ,
and Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ ,
and ZrM s “ XrM s .

(5.10)

5.7. Optimal recovery and gamblets. Consider a separable Banach space of func-
tions B and its dual B˚ with their duality pairing denoted by r¨, ¨s. If B is a space of func-
tions u : X Ñ Y then each element of B can be extended to a linear functional mapping
φ P B˚ to rφ, us P R. This simple observation leads to a generalization of CGC to compu-
tational graphs with variables in B˚. To that end consider the problem, illustrated in the
following diagram, of recovering an unknown element u P B (seen as a function mapping
ϕ P B˚ to upϕq :“ rϕ, us P R) given the observation of pYi :“ rφi, usqi“1,...,N P RN where
the φi are N linearly independent elements of B˚.

ϕ rϕ, f s
u

pφ, Y q
(5.11)

To define the proposed GP solution to this CGC problem, we introduce a covariance
operator [32, Chap. 11] defined as a linear bijection K : B˚ Ñ B that is symmetric
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(rφ,Kϕs “ rϕ,Kφs) and positive (rφ,Kφs ą 0 for φ ‰ 0). If the elements of B are
continuous functions then, for ease of notations, we also write Kpx, x1q :“ rδx,Kδx1s for
the kernel associated with K. Consider the GP ξ „ N p0,Kq defined ([32, Chap. 17]
and [30, Sec. 8]) as an isometry from B˚ to a Gaussian space mapping each ϕ P B˚
to a centered scalar valued Gaussian random variable with variance rϕ,Kϕs. The GP
solution to this CGC problem is then to approximate f with the conditional expectation
(writing ξpφq for the vector with entries ξpφiq)

u: “ Erξ|ξpφq “ Y s . (5.12)

Writing }u}2K :“ rK´1u, us for the quadratic norm defined by K on B, u: can also be
identified as the minimizer of (writing upφq for the vector with entries rφi, us)

#

minimizeuPB }u}2K
s.t. upφq “ Y ,

(5.13)

and admits the representer formula

rϕ, u:s “ Kpϕ, φqKpφ, φq´1Kφ (5.14)

where Kφ is the N -vector with entries Kφi, Kpφ, φq is the N ˆ N matrix with entries
rφi,Kφjs and Kpϕ, φq is the N -vector with entries rϕ,Kφis.

Remark 5.3. A particular case of the example considered here is B “ Hs
0pΩq (writing

Hs
0pΩq for the closure of the set of smooth functions with compact support in Ω with

respect to the Sobolev norm } ¨ }HspΩq), with its dual B˚ “ H´spΩq defined by the pairing
rφ, vs :“

ş

Ω φu obtained from the Gelfand triple HspΩq Ă L2pΩq Ă H´spΩq [32, Chap. 2].
Given an elliptic operator L : Hs

0pΩq Ñ H´spΩq (i.e., a linear bijection that is positive
and symmetric in the sense that

ş

Ω uLu ě 0 and
ş

Ω uLv “
ş

Ω vLu) let K be the solution
map L´1. Let the φi be (1) (for s ą d{2) delta Dirac functions δxi centered at N
homogeneously distributed points xi of Ω, or (2) (for s ą 0) indicator functions of subsets
τi forming a regular partition of Ω [32, Sec. 4.3]. Then the minimizer of (5.13) is

u: “
n
ÿ

i“1

rφi, usψi (5.15)

where the elements ψi P B (defined by ψi “
řN
i“1Kpφ, φq

´1
i,jKφj) are optimal recov-

ery splines [23] or gamblets [28, 29] adapted to the operator L (i.e., operator adapted
wavelets [32] that are both localized and near optimal in approximating the solution space
L´1L2pΩq). We refer to [32, 27] for a further survey of interplays between numerical
approximation and statistical inference.

5.8. Computational Graph Completion with generalized variables. The setting
of Sec. 5.7 allows us to generalize CGC to situations where some of the variables xi are
vectors whose entries are linear functionals action on spaces of functions, i.e. Xi “ pB˚e qm
where e is an edge originating from i, B˚e is the dual space of space of functions, e is
representing an element of fe P Be and, for xi “ pxi,1, . . . , xi,mq, fepxiq is interpreted
as the vector prxi,1, fes, . . . , rxi,m, fesq. In that situation, the results and formulas of
Sec. 5.6 hold true with the following alterations: if fe is unknown and acting on linear
functionals, then the Ke describing its GP randomization is a covariance operator and
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for xi, x1i P pB˚e qm, Kepxi, x
1
iq is a matrix with entries rxi,j ,Kex

1
i,ls. In that setting an

unknown function mapping x to pupxq,∆upxqq should be displayed as

x pδx,´δx ˝∆q pupxq,´∆upxqq
u

but for ease of presentation, we will simplify such diagrams by drawing them as follows.

x pupxq,´∆upxqq
u

5.9. Relaxation and regularization with random variables. A particular case of
the solution presented in Sec. 5.6 and 5.8 is to use random variables to regularize the
underlying constraints imposed by unknown functions, known functions, and measure-
ments. As shown in [30] (see also Sec. 6.4), from the perspective of kriging with composed
GPs/kernels, relaxing output constraints with nuggets (small Gaussian noise capturing
the variability of the data [8]) is not sufficient to ensure stability, one must also relax
all composition steps3. To describe this consider (for ease of presentation) Problem 1 in
the setting where there are no random variables Vr “. Let f :“ pfeqePEu represent all
unknown functions and let g :“ pfeqePE{Eu represent all known functions. Then, given
strictly positive relaxation parameters λi,j ą 0 (described below), the proposed solution
to Problem 1 is to recover f and X with a minimizer of the following variational problem

#

minimizef,Z,Y }f}2 ` L1pf, Y, Zq ` L2pY, Zq ` L3pZrM s, XrM sq ,

s.t. Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ .
(5.16)

where }f}2 :“
ř

ePEu }fe}
2
Ke

is the sum of the RKHS norms of all unknown functions,

L1pf, Zq :“
ÿ

ePE
λ1,bpeq}fepZ¨,apeqq ´ Ye}

2
XN
bpeq

, (5.17)

relaxes dependencies between known and unknown functions, Y and Z,

L2pZ, Y q :“
ÿ

jPVι˝

λ2,j}Z¨,j ´
ÿ

e j

Ye}
2
XN
j
, (5.18)

relaxes dependencies between Y and Z, and

L3pZrM s, XrM sq :“
ÿ

i|Ms,i“1

λ3,i}Z¨,i ´X¨,i}
2
XN
i

(5.19)

relaxes measurement/data constraints. Minimizing over f first in (5.16) we obtain the
following theorem.

Theorem 5.4. f , Y and Z are a minimizer of (5.16) if and only if, for fe P Eu,

fep¨q “ Kep¨, Z
:

¨,apeqq
`

KepZ
:

¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq ` λ
:

1,apeqI
˘´1

Y :e (5.20)

3This type of regularization was introduced in [30] (as a principled and rigorous alternative to Dropout
[42]) for ANNs/ResNets and their kernelized variants where it was shown to be necessary and sufficient
to avoid regression instabilities (the lack of stability/continuity of regressors with respect to data and
input variables).
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where Y : and Z: are a minimizer of
$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

minimizeZ,Y
ř

ePEu Y
T
e

`

KepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq ` λ1,apeqI
˘´1

Ye

`
ř

ePE{Eu λ1,bpeq}fepZ¨,apeqq ´ Ye}
2
XN
bpeq

`L2pY,Zq ` L3pZrM s, XrM sq ,

s.t. Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ .

(5.21)

Note that the proposed relaxation is equivalent to the CGC solution (5.8) with a
modification of the underlying computational graph corresponding to the addition of
independent centered Gaussian random variable with covariance matrices/operators (1)
IXbpeq{λ1,bpeq to the output of each function fe, (2) IXj{λ2,j to each node j P Vι˝, (3)
IXj{λ3,j to each measurement of Xs,j .

5.10. Feature maps and Artificial Neural Networks. In the setting of Sec. 5.9,
write ψe and Fe for the feature map and space associated with the kernel Ke, i.e. ψe
maps Xapeq to the space of bounded linear operators from Xbpeq to Fe, and yTKepz, z

1qy1 “
@

ψepzqy, ψepz
1qy1

D

Fe for px, x1, y, y1q P X 2
apeq ˆ X 2

bpeq, which we write as Kepz, z
1q “

ψT pz1qψpzq. When the Fe are finite-dimensional then an alternative approach is to
represent the unknown functions as fe “ ψTe αe where the αe are feature map coefficients
determined by minimizing (5.16) over the αe and Z, Y with

}f}2 :“
ÿ

ePEu

}αe}
2
Fe (5.22)

and
L1pf, Zq :“

ÿ

ePE
λ1,bpeq}ψ

T
e pZ¨,apeqqαe ´ Ye}

2
XN
bpeq

. (5.23)

If the feature maps ψe themselves are parameterized by hyperparameters θe then those
hyperparameters can also be learned from data via MAP estimation (as in [30]), Kernels
Flows [34, 5] or MLE [5]. By interpreting ANNs as a particular case of parameterized
feature map [46, 30] kernel learning techniques could be employed to solve CGC problems
with ANNs. Note that replacing unknown functions with ANNs is equivalent to replacing
unknown functions with sub-graphs whose unknown functions are parameterized by the
layers of the network (see Sec. 6.3). Furthermore when applied to solving/learning PDEs
(Sec. 6.1 and 6.1), and compared to prototypical ANN-based approaches (such as PINNs
[37]), the loss (5.16) includes a RKHS regularization term on unknown functions and the
relaxation of all composition steps, which are essential for the convergence and stability
of the proposed method. We will not develop further the ANN-based approach to CGC
in this paper and refer to remarks 5.1 and 6.1 for motivations for its focus on GPs/kernel
methods.

5.11. MAP vs. empirical Bayes estimation. The general CGC solutions presented
in sec. 5.6 and 5.9 are based on MAP estimations of the underlying GPs. To approx-
imate the unknown functions of the graph with empirical Bayes (EB) estimates of the
underlying GPs, (5.10) and (5.21) must be updated as follows. In the non-relaxed case
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of Sec. 5.6, EB approximates the unknown functions with (5.9) where where pY :e qePE and
Z: are a minimizer of

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

minimizeZ,pYeqePEu
ř

ePEu Y
T
e KepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq

´1Ye ` log detKepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq

`
řN
s“1

ř

iPVr }Zs,i}
2
Ki

s.t. fepZ¨,apeqq “ Y¨,e , for e P E{Eu ,
and Z¨,j “

ř

e j Y¨,e , for j P Vι˝ ,
and Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ ,
and ZrM s “ XrM s .

(5.24)
In the relaxed case of Sec. 5.9, EB approximates the unknown functions with (5.20),
where Y : and Z: are a minimizer of
$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

minimizeZ,Y
ř

ePEu Y
T
e

`

KepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeqq ` λ1,apeqI
˘´1

Ye

` log detKepZ¨,apeq, Z¨,apeq ` λ1,apeqIq

`
ř

ePE{Eu λ1,bpeq}fepZ¨,apeqq ´ Ye}
2
XN
bpeq

` L2pY,Zq ` L3pZrM s, XrM sq ,

s.t. Z¨,j “ bi jZ¨,i , for j P V˝ .
(5.25)

We refer to [11] for detailed comparisons between MAP and EB estimators. In par-
ticular, we note that (1) MAP estimators are generally not invariant under change of
parameterization, (2) EB estimators are invariant under change of parameterization.
Furthermore, MAP estimators may, in some situations, lack the consistency of EB esti-
mators. One of those situations is described in [9] which employs the (5.24) and (5.25)
variational formulae to estimate (in the CGC framework) the drift and diffusion param-
eters of an SDE from sparse observations of its trajectory. In all other situations (where
MAP estimators are consistent, e.g., mode decomposition, idea registration), MAP esti-
mators are generally preferred due to their lower complexity.

6. Further examples

We will now illustrate the flexibility and scope of the CGC framework through exam-
ples. These examples include the seamless CGC representation of known methods and
the discovery of new ones.

6.1. Solving nonlinear PDEs. We will now show that GP approach to solving non-
linear PDEs, introduced in [4], can naturally be represented as a CGC solution. As in [4]
the nonlinear PDE can be arbitrary but, for ease of presentation, we will only consider
the following prototypical nonlinear elliptic PDE [4, Sec. 1.1]

#

´∆upxq ` τ
`

upxq
˘

“ fpxq, @x P Ω ,

upxq “ gpxq, @x P BΩ ,
(6.1)

where τ is a nonlinearity (e.g., τpuq “ u3) and Ω Ă Rd and τ, f, g are continuous
and such that (6.1) admits a unique strong solution in HspΩq with s ą d{2 ` 2 (so
that u has continuous C2 derivatives). To approximate the solution of (6.1) as a CGC
problem, let X1, . . . , XM and XM`1, . . . , XN be a finite number of collocation points
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on Ω and BΩ. Then, as illustrated in the following diagram, consider the problem of
approximating the unknown function u given upXiq “ gpXiq for i “ M ` 1, . . . , N and
p´∆u` τpuqqpXiq “ fpXiq for i “ 1, . . . ,M .

x pupxq,´∆upxqq ´∆upxq ` τpupxqq

upxq

u z2 ` τpz1q

pXi, fpXiqq1ďiďM

z1
pXi, g

pXiq
qM`

1ď
iď

N

Note that we are using the setting of Sec. 5.8. Replacing u with a centered GP ξ „
N p0,Kq with kernel K : Ω̄ˆ Ω̄ Ñ R (chosen so that HK Ă C2pΩq X CpΩ̄q), we recover
the solution introduced in [4]. As detailed in [4], this solution is to approximate u with
the MAP estimator of ξ given the data (given ξpXiq “ gpXiq for i “ M ` 1, . . . , N and
´p∆ξ ` τpξqqpXiq “ fpXiq for i “ 1, . . . , N), which can be computed as a minimizer of

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

minimize
zp1qPRN ,zp2qPRM

#

minimize
u

}u}

s.t. upXiq “ z
p1q
i and ´∆upxiq “ z

p2q
i , for i “ 1, . . . ,M,

s.t. z
p2q
i ` τpz

p1q
i q “ fpXiq, for i “ 1, . . . ,M ,

z
p1q
i “ gpXiq, for i “M ` 1, . . . , N ,

(6.2)
where the intermediate variables zp1qi :“ upXiq and z

p2q
i :“ ∆upXiq appear as nodes in

the computational graph. After reduction, (6.2) can then be solved using a variant of the
Gauss-Newton algorithm [4], which implies that the complexity of the method inherits
that of the state-of-the-art solvers for inverting/compressing dense kernel matrices (e.g.,
in N log2dN complexity with a variant of [40]). Furthermore, [4] also shows that if the
kernel K is adapted in the sense that u P HK and HK Ď HspΩq for some s ą 2 ` d{2,
then the proposed approach is guaranteed to converge (pointwise and in HtpΩq for t ă s)
as the fill distance between collocation points goes to zero [4, Thm. 1.2].

Remark 6.1. Current learning methods for scientific computing can be divided into two
main categories: (1) methods based on variants of artificial neural networks (ANNs) with
Physics Informed Neural Networks as a prototypical example [37]; and (2) methods based
on kernels and Gaussian Processes (GPs) [45, 41, 27, 18, 36, 6] with gamblets [28, 29, 32]
as a prototypical example. Methods of type (2) were essentially limited to linear/quasi-
linear/time-dependent PDEs, and they have been recently generalized to arbitrary non-
linear PDEs [4]. As discussed in [4], methods of type (2) hold potential for considerable
advantages over methods of type (1), in terms of theoretical analysis, numerical imple-
mentation, regularization, guaranteed convergence, automatization, interpretability, and
higher-level reasoning. Furthermore, by interpreting ANNs as data-dependent feature
maps, methods of type (1) can be analyzed, generalized, and regularized as methods of
type (2) with data adapted kernels [30, 2].
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Figure 8. [4, Fig. 5]. (a) u is observed at 40 data points (colored in
magenta) and the PDE is enforced at 400 (interior and boundary) collo-
cation points; (b) true a; (c) true u; (d) recovered a; (e) recovered u. The
accuracy between true and recovered is a function of the number data
points which is small (40) in this illustration.

6.2. Learning PDEs. In our next example we will show that GP approach to learning
PDEs, introduced in [4], can also be formulated as a CGC solution. The PDE can
be nonlinear and arbitrary but, for ease of presentation, but we will only consider the
prototypical inverse problem [4, Sec. 4] of approximating the coefficient a and the solution
u of the following PDE (Ω “ p0, 1q2)

#

´div pexppaq∇uq pxq “ fpxq, x P Ω ,

upxq “ g, x P BΩ .
(6.3)

given the observation of the value Yi of u at a finite number of collocation points Xi.
Consider the following CGC diagram above and recover a, u from the measurements
upXiq “ Yi at a finite number of data points Xi (colored in magenta in Fig. 8.(a)) and
of the values of ´div pexppaq∇uq pXsq “ fpXsq and upXjq “ gpXjq at a finite number
of collocation points Xs P Ω and Xj P BΩ.

x pupxq,∇upxq,∆upxqq

upxq

papxq,∇apxqq ´eapxqp∆upxq `∇apxq∇upxqq

u

a pz1, z2, z3q

pXs,
Ysq

pXi, fpXiqq

z1pXj,
gpX

jq
q

pz4, z5q ´ez4pz3 ` z5z2q

The GP solution to this CGC problem recovers that of [4, Sec. 4] illustrated in Fig. 8.
Given two kernels Γ and K (such that HΓ and HK contain C1 and C2 functions), this
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solution is to identify a and u as minimizers of
$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

minimizeu,a,zp1q,...,zp5q }u}2K ` }a}
2
Γ

s.t.∆upXiq “ pz
p3q
i , ∇upXiq “ z

p2q
i , apXiq “ z

p4q
i , ∇apXiq “ z

p5q
i , for i “ 1, . . . ,M ,

upXjq “ zp1q, for j “M ` 1, . . . , N ,

upXsq “ Ys for s “ N ` 1, . . . , N `D ,

´ez
p4q

i pz
p3q
i ` z

p5q
i z

p2q
i qpXiq “ fpXiq, for i “ 1, . . . ,M ,

zp1q “ gpXjq, for j “M ` 1, . . . , N ,

zp1q “ Ys for s “ N ` 1, . . . , N `D .

(6.4)

6.3. ResNet and idea registration. Training ANNs can naturally be formulated as
a particular case of CGC. In this example, taken from [30], we consider the problem of
regressing the data pXi, Yiq

N
i“1 with a function of the form

f ˝ φL where φL “ pI ` vLq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pI ` v1q , (6.5)

where f, v1, . . . , vL are unknown functions and I is the identity function. Introducing
the intermediate variables q1 “ x ` v1pxq, q2 “ q1 ` v2pq1q and q3 “ q2 ` v3pq2q, this
nonlinear regression problem can be formulated as the CGC problem illustrated by the
following graph for L “ 3.

x q2 q3 q4 y

w4

v1 v2 v3
f

pX, Y q

Given kernels Γ and K, f and the vi can be identified as minimizers of

min
f,v1,...,vL

νL

2

L
ÿ

s“1

}vs}
2
Γ ` λ}f}

2
K ` }f ˝ φLpXq ´ Y }

2
YN , (6.6)

over f P HK and vi P HΓ. As noted in [30], if Γ and K are affine scalar operator valued
kernels (of the form Γpx, x1q “ ppaqpxqapx1q ` 1qIX and Kpx, x1q “ ppaqpxqapx1q ` 1qIY
where a is an activation function defined as an elementwise nonlinearity), then f ˝ φL
has the structure of one ResNet block [17] and minimizing (6.6) is equivalent to training
that network with L2 regularization on weights and biases.

Letting q1 :“ X, and introducing the intermediate variables qs`1 “ qs ` vspq
sq for

1 ď s ď L we obtain that pf, v1, . . . , vLq is a minimizer of (6.6) if and only if

vspxq “ Γpx, qsqΓpqs, qsq´1pqs`1 ´ qsq for x P X , s P t1, . . . , Lu , (6.7)

and

fpxq “ Kpx, qL`1q
`

KpqL`1, qL`1 ` λ´1I
˘´1

Y (6.8)
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where q1, . . . , qL`1 P XN is a minimizer of (write ∆t :“ 1{L) the discrete least action
principle
#

Minimize ν
2

řL
s“1p

qs`1´qs

∆t qTΓpqs, qsq´1p
qs`1´qs

∆t q∆t` λY T
`

KpqL`1, qL`1 ` λ´1I
˘´1

Y

over q2, . . . , qL`1 P XN with q1 “ X .

(6.9)
Furthermore, as L Ñ 8, [30] establishes the convergence of the trajectory formed by
the qs towards a continuous least action principle and deduces the convergence of f ˝ φL
towards f ˝ φvp¨, 1q where φvp¨, tq is the flow map of the vector field v (φpx, 0q “ x and
9φpx, tq “ vpφpx, tq, tq), and pf, vq are identified as a minimizer of the following variational
problem

min
f,v

ν

2

ż 1

0
}vpx, tq}2Γ ` λ}f}

2
K ` }f ˝ φpX, 1q ´ Y }

2
YN . (6.10)

(6.10), which has the structure of variational formulations used in computational anatomy
[14], image registration [3] and shape analysis [47], can be seen as a generalization of image
registration problem with images replaced by high dimensional shapes/forms (ideas).

6.4. Regularized ResNet. The regressor f ˝ φL obtained in (6.3) is not continuous
with respect to the data pX,Y q and unstable with respect to the input variable x [30].
A natural and rigorous approach to its regularization (which ensures the continuity and
stability of the regressor), presented in [30], is to add random (noise) variables wi to
intermediate variables, as illustrated in the following diagram for L “ 3.

x q2 q3 q4 y

w1 w2 w3 w4

v1 v2 v3

f
pX, Y q

With this modification pf, v1, . . . , vLq is then identified as a minimizers of
$

’

&

’

%

Minimize ν
2 L

řL
s“1

`

}vs}
2
Γ `

1
r }q

s`1 ´ pI ` vsqpq
sq}2XN

˘

`λ }f}2H ` }fpq
L`1q ´ Y }2YN

˘

over v1, . . . , vL P HΓ, f P HK , q
1, . . . , qL`1 P XN , q1 “ X, ,

(6.11)

Furthermore, pv1, . . . , vL, fq, is a minimizer of (6.11) if and only if f “(6.8) and

vspxq “ Γpx, qsqpΓpqs, qsq ` rIq´1pqs`1 ´ qsq for x P X , s P t1, . . . , Lu , (6.12)

where q1, . . . , qL`1 P XN is a minimizer of (write ∆t :“ 1{L)
$

’

&

’

%

Minimize ν
2

řL
s“1p

qs`1´qs

∆t qT pΓpqs, qsq ` rIq´1p
qs`1´qs

∆t q∆t

`λY T
`

KpqL`1, qL`1 ` λ´1I
˘´1

Y

over q2, . . . , qL`1 P XN with q1 “ X ,

(6.13)

The regularization process illustrated here is generic and, as discussed in Sec. 5.9, can be
extended to all CGC problems by adding noise variables (acting as nuggets in the setting
of kriging) to all intermediate variables.
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6.5. Dimension reduction. We will now present several variants of dimension reduc-
tion methods identified as solutions of CGC problems.

6.5.1. Kernel variant of autoencoders. Consider the following diagram.

x z y

w1 w2

g f

pX,Xq

In that diagram we consider the problem of recovering two unknown functions f and
g given the data pXi “ fpgpXiq ` W1,iq ` W2,iqi“1,...,N , where the W1,i and W2,i are
i.i.d. N p0, σ2

1q and N p0, σ2
2q random variables. Writing dimpxq for the dimension of the

variable x, we select dimpxq “ dimpyq ą dimpzq, so that the intermediate z variables act
as reduced/coarse/latent variables. Writing X for the domain of x and y and Z for the
domain of z, given two kernels Γ : X ˆX Ñ LpZq and K : ZˆZ Ñ LpX q, the proposed
GP approach is to consider the GPs ξ1 „ N p0,Γq and ξ2 „ N p0,Kq and approximate
pg, fq with a MAP estimator of pξ1, ξ2q given pX “ ξ2pξ1pXq `W1q `W2q. Introducing
Z “ gpXq `W1 as an intermediate variable, these MAP estimators can be identified as
minimizers of ,

minimize
fPHK ,gPHΓ,ZPZN

}g}2Γ ` }f}
2
K `

1

σ2
1

}gpXq ´ Z}2ZN `
1

σ2
2

}fpZq ´X}2XN . (6.14)

Following [30] we minimize over f and g first and obtain that

f :pxq “ Kpx, Z:q
`

KpZ:, Z:q ` σ2
2I
˘´1

X , (6.15)

and
g:pxq “ Γpx,Xq

`

ΓpX,Xq ` σ2
1I
˘´1

Z: , (6.16)

where Z: is a minimizer of

minimize
ZPZN

ZT
`

ΓpX,Xq ` σ2
1I
˘´1

Z `XT
`

KpZ,Zq ` σ2
2I
˘´1

X . (6.17)

Note that if f and g are replaced by ANNs, then f ˝g has the structure of an autoencoder
[1]. Furthermore, if one selects K and Γ to be linear kernels (i.e., having linear feature
maps) and σ1 “ 0, then one rediscovers SVD/PCA [13] as the solution of the proposed
CGC problem.

6.5.2. Kernel PCA. In the following example we reformulate Kernel PCA [24] as the
solution of the CGC problem illustrated by the following diagram.

x x1 z y

w

ϕ g f

pX,ϕpXqq
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This is done by interpreting ϕ as the feature map of a given kernel, selecting dimpx1q “
dimpyq ą dimpzq, and recovering f and g with linear kernels.

6.5.3. Nonlinear active subspace. We now present a generalization of active sub-
space methods [7] to nonlinear spaces. Consider the following diagram.

x z y

w1 w2

g f

pX,F pXqq

In that diagram F : X Ñ Y is a computable function and we seek to reduce its dimen-
sion by selecting dimpzq ă min

`

dimpxq, dimpyq
˘

and approximating F with f ˝ g. Given
pX,F pXqq, where X is a set of points in the input space, and given two kernels K and
Γ, the proposed CGC solution is to obtain pf, gq as minimizer of

minimize
fPHK ,gPHΓ,ZPZN

}g}2Γ ` }f}
2
K `

1

σ2
1

}gpXq ´ Z}2ZN `
1

σ2
2

}fpZq ´ F pXq}2XN . (6.18)

which is a simple variant of (6.14), whose minimizers are of the form

f :pxq “ Kpx, Z:q
`

KpZ:, Z:q ` σ2
2I
˘´1

F pXq , (6.19)

and
g:pxq “ Γpx,Xq

`

ΓpX,Xq ` σ2
1I
˘´1

Z: , (6.20)

where Z: is a minimizer of

minimize
ZPZN

ZT
`

ΓpX,Xq ` σ2
1I
˘´1

Z ` F pXqT
`

KpZ,Zq ` σ2
2I
˘´1

F pXq . (6.21)

Note that if f and g are replaced by linear maps and if F is linear then (for σ1 “ 0) one
rediscovers the SVD approximation of F .

6.5.4. Nonlinear PCA variant. We now present a dimension reduction variant ob-
taining by combining the diagrams of subsections 6.5 and 6.4.

x q2 q3 q4 z

w1 w2 w3 w4

q14 q13 q12 y

w14 w13 w12 w11
v1 v2 v3

f g

´v3 ´v2 ´v1

pX,Xq

Select dimpxq “ dimpyq, dimpzq ă dimpxq and let the kernels associated with f and
g be linear kernels. Then the proposed approach seeks to learn a deformation φL “
pI ` vLq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pI ` v1q of the input space such that linear SVD performs well on
that input space. Note that the second portion of the diagram corresponds to the map
pI ´ v1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pI ´ vLq which is an approximation of the inverse of φL (and an exact
inverse in the limit LÑ8).
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6.6. Mode decomposition. This example is taken from [33]. Let v1, . . . , vm be un-
known functions mapping r0, 1s to R. Consider the problem of recovering v1, . . . , vm
given the observation of v :“ v1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` vm at t :“ pt1, . . . , tN q P r0, 1s

N . This mode
decomposition problem can naturally be formulated as the CGC problem illustrated in
the following diagram for m “ 4.

t v3ptq

v2ptq

v4ptq

vptq

v1ptq

v3

v2

v4

v1

pt, vptqq

Given kernels K1, . . . ,Km, the GP solution is then to recover v1, . . . , vm with the mini-
mizer of

#

minimizev1,...,vm

řm
i“1 }vi}

2
Ki

s.t.
řm
i“1 viptq “ vptq .

(6.22)

Writing K :“
řm
i“1Ki and wi for the minimizer over vi of (6.22), we have

wiptq “ Kipt, tqKpt, tq
´1vptq . (6.23)

Evidently, the selection of the kernels Ki depends on prior information on the modes vi.
For instance, consider the case where, m “ 4, v1ptq “ a1ptq cospθ1ptqq ` b1ptq sinpθ1ptqq,
v2ptq “ a2ptq cospθ2ptqq`b2ptq sinpθ2ptqq, v3ptq “ a3ptq, v4 is white-noise, the ai and bi are
unknown smooth functions and the θi are known. Replacing a1, b1, a2, b2 by independent

centered GPs with Gaussian kernel e´
ps´tq2

γ2 results in the selection

K1ps, tq “ e
´
ps´tq2

γ2
`

cospθ1psqq cospθ1ptqq ` sinpθ1psqq sinpθ1ptqq
˘

(6.24)

and

K2ps, tq “ e
´
ps´tq2

γ2
`

cospθ2psqq cospθ2ptqq ` sinpθ2psqq sinpθ2ptqq
˘

. (6.25)

For v3 we select K3ps, tq “ 1 ` st ` e´
ps´tq2

4 . Finally since v4 is white noise we use
K4ps, tq “ δps´ tq. Fig. 9 illustrates the proposed approach (t corresponds to 320 points
distributed over a grid of r0, 1s). Note that the selection of K1 and K2 can also be
formalized by unpacking v1 and v2 into subgraphs (illustrated below for v1) involving the
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Figure 9. [33, Fig. 3.2]. (1) The signal v “ v1`v2`v3`v4 (2) The modes
v1, v2, v3, v4 (3) v1 and its approximation w1 (4) v2 and its approximation
w2 (5) v3 and its approximation w3 (6) v4 and its approximation w4.

unknown functions ai, bi and the known functions cospθiq, sinpθiq.

t θ1ptq

a1ptq

b1ptq

cos θ1

sin θ1

a1 cos θ1

b1 sin θ1

v1
θ1

a1

b1

cos

sin

6.7. Dynamic Computational Graph Completion. The process, presented in Sec. 6.6,
of programming kernels via a computational graph by decomposing and recomposing sim-
pler kernels is generic [33] and can be employed to design the computation graph itself.
As an example, using the notations of Sec. 6.6, consider the classical empirical mode de-
composition problem [19] of recovering pv1, . . . , vmq (Fig. 11.5-7) from the data pt, vptqq
(Fig. 11.1) where v “ vσ`

řm
i“1 vi. In that problem, m is unknown, vσ is white noise and

the vi are of the form vptq “ aiptq cos
`

θiptq
˘

where the ai are piecewise smooth unknown
functions and the instantaneous frequencies 9θi are strictly positive, well separated and
unknown smooth functions.
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Figure 10. CGC diagrams for empirical mode decomposition. (a) Re-
covery of the fine modes vτ,ω (b) Recovery of the coarse modes vi through
aggregation of the fine modes vi.

Figure 11. [33, Fig. 4.10]. (1) The signal v “ u`vσ where u “ v1`v2`

v3, vσ „ N p0, σ2δpt ´ sqq and σ “ 0.01 (2) pτ, ωq Ñ Epτ, ωq defined by
(6.32) (one can identify three stripes) (3) ω Ñ Ep0.6, ωq (4) Partitioning
r0, 1s ˆ rωmin, ωmaxs “ Y3

i“1Ai of the time frequency domain into three
disjoint subsets identified from E (5) v1 and its approximation w1 (6) v2

and its approximation w2 (7) v3 and its approximation w3 (8) ω1, ω2, ω3

and their approximations ω1,E , ω2,E , ω3,E .

Then, as shown in [33], the vi can be recovered through a hierarchical and dynamic
programming approach to the design of a computational graph (of the type presented
in Sec. 6.6). In this approach the vi are identified as aggregates (integrals/sums, see
Fig. 10.(b)) of finer/simpler modes, i.e.

viptq “
ÿ

pτ,ωqPAi

vτ,ωptq , (6.26)

where the Ai are an unknown partition of the time-frequency domain spanned by pτ, ωq,
and,

vτ,ωptq “ aτ,ωχτ,ω,cptq ` bτ,ωχτ,ω,sptq (6.27)
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where the a and b are unknown functions and the χ are Gabor wavelets defined by

χτ,ω,cptq :“
´ 2

π

¯
1
4

c

ω

α
cospωpt´ τqqe´

ω2pt´τq2

α2 , t P R,

χτ,ω,sptq :“
´ 2

π

¯
1
4

c

ω

α
sinpωpt´ τqqe´

ω2pt´τq2

α2 , t P R . (6.28)

Observing that
ÿ

pτ,ωq

vτ,ωptq “ vptq , (6.29)

the recovery of the unknown functions a and b is a linear mode decomposition problem
whose CGC diagram is illustrated in Fig. 10.(a). Replacing a and b by white noise leads
to the approximation of vτ,ω with

wτ,ωptq “
ÿ

τ,ω

Kτ,ωpt, tqKpt, tq
´1vptq , (6.30)

where K “
ř

τ,ωKτ,ω and

Kτ,ωpt, t
1q “ χτ,ω,cptqχτ,ω,cpt

1q ` χτ,ω,sptqχτ,ω,spt
1q . (6.31)

To identify the unknown partition formed by the subsets Ai (i.e., the connectivity of the
graph illustrated in Fig. 10.(b)), we compute the inner product

Epτ, ωq “ pwτ,ωptqq
TKpt, tq´1vptq . (6.32)

This inner product is the variance of pvτ,ωptqqTKpt, tq´1vptq when the coefficients aτ,ω
and bτ,ω of vτ,ω are randomized as white noise and can be interpreted as the level of
activation of the resulting GP vτ,ω after conditioning on the data.

Figure 11 ([33, Fig. 4.10]) illustrates the proposed approach for a noisy signal composed
of three quasi-trigonometric modes (the fourth mode is white noise). Figure 11.1 displays
the total observed signal v and the three quasi-trigonometric modes v1, v2, v3 constituting
v are displayed in Figures 11.5, 6 and 7, along with their recoveries w1, w2 and w3. Figure
11.8 also shows approximations of the instantaneous frequencies obtained as

ωi,Eptq :“ argmaxω:pt,ωqPAi Ept, ωq . (6.33)

Remark 6.2. The approach (6.32) of computing the level of activation of GP in the graph
is generic (it can be generalized to other graphs with multiple paths between two nodes)
and can be used to induce a ranking and a pruning of the edges (unknown functions) of
the graph [33].

6.8. Cyclic Graph. In the following example, taken from [33], we illustrate a CGC
problem involving a cyclic graph. The underlying algorithm is used in [33, Chap. 6] to
solve empirical mode decomposition problems (as described in Sec. 6.7, with possibly
unknown non-trigonometric waveforms) to near machine precision. The CGC diagram
of this algorithm is illustrated by the following diagram.
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t θeptq fptq

χcptq

χsptq

w

Zc

Zs

δθeptq
θe

f

(6.34)
To describe it, let τ a given time, θe be an estimated phase function (to be refined),

and a signal f . Suppose that f contains a mode of the form aptq cospθptqq near the time
τ . The problem is to estimate a and θ near τ . The cycle in the graph allows us to do so
by successively correcting/refining an initial estimate θe of θ. This is done by identifying
an updated estimate θepτq ` δθpτq of θ by solving the following GP regression problem

`

fptq ´Xc cospθeptq ´Xs sinpθeptqq ´ wptq
˘

e´
`

9θepτqpt´τq
α

˘2

“ 0 , (6.35)

where w is white noise and Xc and Xs are independent N p0, 1q random variables. a and
the correction δθ are then identified as

apτq :“
a

X2
c `X

2
s

δθpτq :“ atan2
`

´Xs, Xcq
˘

. (6.36)

Remark 6.3. Although some computational graphs may be oriented as in Sec. 6.3 or
Deep Learning with information flowing from one side to the other, others as in (6.34)
may be cyclic (and in particular not oriented).

7. Concluding remarks

We will now point towards interesting development directions for CGC.

7.1. Incorporating symmetries. Unknown functions can be informed about under-
lying symmetries by employing equivariant kernels [38] and their generalization [30,
Sec. 9.2]. Such kernels are can be obtained by averaging a given kernel with respect
to the action of a unitary group of transformations. From the perspective of CGC, con-
volutional neural networks can be recovered (see [30, Sec. 9.2]) by replacing unknown
functions with GPs of the form

ξ “
1

|G|
ÿ

gPG
gTRT ξgpPgxq (7.1)

where the ξg are independent GPs, G is a finite group of unitary transformations, |G| is
its volume with respect to the Haar measure, P and R are linear projection operators.
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7.2. Error estimates. Using kernels places CGC on solid mathematical foundations
and opens the possibility of computing error bounds on the recovery of unknown functions
in terms of their assumed regularity expressed as a bound on their RKHS norm. In the
interpolation setting of Sec. 5.3, these error estimates take the form [44]

ˇ

ˇfpxq ´ f :pxq
ˇ

ˇ ď σpxq}f}K (7.2)

where f is the true function, f : is its approximation (5.3), and σpxq is the conditional
standard deviation of the GP ξ „ N p0,Kq given ξpXq “ Y , which can be identified via
σ2pxq “ Kpx, xq ´Kpx,XqKpX,Xq´1KpX,xq. In the generalized interpolation setting
of Sec.!5.7, these error estimates take the form [28, Thm. 5.1]

ˇ

ˇrϕ, us ´ rϕ, u:s
ˇ

ˇ ď σpϕq}f}K (7.3)

with σ2pϕq “ Kpϕ,ϕq ´ Kpϕ, φqKpφ, φq´1Kpφ, ϕq. In the idea registration setting of
Sec. 6.3, if the data pXi, Yiq is produced by a true function F (Yi “ F pXiq), then these
error estimates take the form [30, Cor. 8.10]

ˇ

ˇF pxq ´ f ˝ φLpxq
ˇ

ˇ ď σvpxq}F }Kv (7.4)

where φL “ pI`vLq˝¨ ¨ ¨˝pI`v1q, pf, v1, . . . , vLq is a minimizer of (6.6), Kv is the warped
kernelKvpx, x1q “ KpφLpxq, φLpx

1qq and σvpxq “ Kvpx, xq´Kvpx,XqKvpX,Xq´1KvpX,xq.
In the setting of PDEs, more refined estimated can be obtained by exploiting Poincaré
inequalities and the continuity of the underlying differential operators [26], [4, Prop. 5.2].
Developing general error estimates for CGC (e.g., for minimizers of (5.8)) is beyond the
scope of this paper.

7.3. Learning kernels for CGC. We have focused the manuscript on the situation
where the kernels of the underlying GPs are given/pre-determined. Using data-driven
kernels can improve the accuracy of kernel methods by orders of magnitude [34, 5, 16, 15,
10, 21, 35]. There are essentially three categories of methods for learning kernel from data:
variants of cross-validation (such as Kernel Flows [34]), maximum likelihood estimation
(see [5] for a comparison between Kernel Flows and MLE), and maximum a posteriori
estimation [30]. We refer to [9] for the description of a randomized cross-validation
approach for learning kernels in CGC (in the setting of one-shot/trajectory learning
SDEs from data, in that setting the some of the noise variables of the Computational
Graph represent the Brownian motion increments driving the SDE).

7.4. Computational hypergraph completion and constraints. The CGC frame-
work is equivalent to the completion of oriented hypergraphs representing functional
dependencies between (input/output) groups of variables. Recall [39] that an oriented
hypergraph is a tripe G “ pV, E , ϕq such that V is a set of vertices, E is a multiset of edges
(a set of subsets of V), ϕ : V ˆ E Ñ t´1, 0, 1u (known as an incidence function) is such
that ϕpi, eq “ 0 ô i P e, ϕpi, eq “ 1 if vertex i is an input for the edge e and ϕpi, eq “ ´1
if vertex i is an output for the edge e. Let each vertex i P V represent a variable vi
and let each edge e P E represent a function fe. Then the oriented hypergraph can be
used to represent the following functional identities between groups of input variables
and output variables.

fe
`

btϕpi,eq“1u viq “ btϕpj,eq“´1uvj for e P E , (7.5)
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where btϕpi,eq“1uvi is the tensorization of the variables vi such that ϕpi, eq “ 1. Then
unknown functions can, as before, be recovered by randomizing them through Gauss-
ian priors and computing their MAP estimator. Therefore, by employing an oriented
hypergraph representation of a CSE problem, one can restrict the elements of V to repre-
sent primary variables and not introduce round nodes representing tensorized/aggregated
variables. Here we have employed the graph representation (with aggregated variables)
to facilitate visual representation. By employing operator-valued kernels, the proposed
framework can be generalized to the situation where the elements of V and E are functions
and functionals (nonlinear operators acting on spaces of functions). The CGC framework
can also be extended to (possibly non-oriented) hypergraphs representing implicit func-
tional dependencies between groups of variables. Given a hypergraph G “ pV, Eq (V is a
set of vertices and E is a set of subsets of V), each vertex i P V represents a variable vi
and each edge e P E represents a function fe and the hypergraph can be used to represent
the following functional implicit equality or inequality constraints between variables.

fe
`

biPe viq “ 0 for e P E1 and fe
`

biPe viq ě 0 for e P E2 . (7.6)

Then unknown functions can, as before, be recovered by randomizing them through
Gaussian priors and computing their MAP estimator.
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